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Click to see When you have been sent a simple ZIP file, you need to create and share your own compressed files, or you are looking at the barrel of some dark file format that you have never seen before, having the right file compression application in your corner is a must. Earlier this week we asked you to share your favorite file compression tool, and over 500 comments later, we are back with the five
most popular responses. Read on for a closer look at the top five file compression tools, then get ready to drill chad for the app you like best. 7-Zip (Windows/Linux, Free)7-Zip is a free file file utility, open source with a spare interface but strong feature set. With support for most popular (and quite not so popular) compression formats, this lightweight, open source option does the job quickly and without fuss.
While some 7-Zip users complain about their spare interface, others are happy with 7-Zip's no-nodded approach and quick operation. IZArc (Windows, FreeWare)IZArc is the compression tool that can take home the prize for the most supported reading and writing formats for this Five Hive. IZArc is also the only filer featured apart from PeaZip distributing a portable version on its website (although third
parties have made other portable apps - such as 7-Zip Laptop). Users go for IZArc for its attractive interface and low price. IZArc is freeware, but donations are accepted. WinRAR (Windows, Shareware)WinRAR is a powerful file compression and decompression tool that has been around since 1993. As the first result in a Google search for RAR, it's probably the first option most of us stumbled upon when
we stumbled upon our first RAR file. That said, WinRAR supports a wide range of formats. He is also one of the few archivists capable of writing RAR files - although he is usually limited to creating only RARs or ZIPs. WinRAR costs a pretty steep $29 for a license, but a few users are happy to suffer through nag screens to avoid the cost. PeaZip (Windows and Linux, Free)PeaZip is a free and open source
file manager that supports a shipload of formats. Unlike its open source sister, 7-Zip, PeaZip also has a very attractive interface, from the main application interface to the desktop icons it uses when you set it as the default compression tool. Like IZArc, it's also available in a portable version, so even if you don't go with it by default, it's worth coughing on the thumb drive just in case you need some
compression on the road. Unarchiver (Mac OS X, Freeware)The Unarchiver is the built-in pre default file compression utility to Mac OS X. Unlike Windows, which only supports zip format out of the box, The Unarchiver manages most of the main formats. The capture: Unarchiver is a read-only app, so if you're on a Mac and want to write to darker than zip file types, you may need to add an additional tool to
your arsenal. Most OS X users, however, are happy to stay with Unrchiver for all decompression needs. Now that you've seen the best, it's voting time. This week's honorable mentions go out to jZip and ALZip. Whether the application of choice made the list short, we'll hear more about it in the comments. For Noah Kain When working on computers, backing up files and storing them can become a problem
very quickly. If your computer is about to run out of hard disk space, you should back up and compress files on your computer. By doing so, make sure your computer has enough free space to continue running smoothly, and also that you don't lose any files you want to save. Compressing files for backup requires only a few easy steps. Locate the files you want to compress and put them in a new folder.
Before you start compressing your files, you will need to put them in one place. Make a new folder on your desktop and drag the files you want to compress to the folder. Name the folder. When compressing files for backup, you need to stay as organized as possible. This is because, in the future, when you want to unzip your backup files, you want to know what's in each compressed file. Make the name of
the folder you are going to compress something specific to the files you are placing in the folder. To compress files in the folder, select the folder and right-click it. A menu must appear on the screen. Click the menu option titled Compress Folder. This will compress the folder into what is known as a suitable zip file to store on a backup drive. In our example above, we chose all repeated words and put them
in a dictionary. For us, this is the most obvious way to write a dictionary. But a compression program sees it very differently: It has no concept of separate words – it just looks for patterns. And in order to reduce the file size as much as possible, carefully select which patterns to include in the dictionary. If we approach the sentence from this perspective, we end up with a completely different dictionary.
Announcement If the compression program scanned Kennedy's phrase, the first redundancy he would find would be just a couple of letters long. By not asking what's your thing, there's a repeated pattern of the letter t followed by a space -- in not and what. If the compression program wrote this in the dictionary, it could write a 1 every time a t were followed by a space. But in this short sentence, this pattern
doesn't occur enough to make it a worthwhile entry, so the program would eventually overwrite it. The next thing the program might notice is egg, which appears in both your and country. If it was a longer document, write this pattern in the dictionary Save a lot of space – egg is a fairly common combination in the English language. But as the compression program worked through this sentence, you'd
quickly discover a better option for a dictionary entry: Not only is it repeated, but all words your and country are repeated, and actually repeated together, as the phrase your country. In this case, the program would overwrite the dictionary entry by egg with the entry of your country. The phrase can do for also repeats, once followed by yours and once followed by you, giving us a repeated pattern of can do
for you. This allows us to type 15 characters (including spaces) with a number value, while your country only allows us to type 13 characters (with spaces) with a number value, so the program would overwrite your country entry as only r country, and then type a separate entry to do for you. The program proceeds this way, collecting all repeated bits of information and then calculating which patterns to type
in the dictionary. This ability to rewrite the dictionary is the adaptive part of the LZ dictionary-based adaptive algorithm. The way a program actually does this is quite complicated, as can be seen by discussions about Data-Compression.com. No matter what specific method you use, this in-depth search system allows you to compress the file much more effectively than you might just choose words. Using
the patterns we have chosen above, and adding __ for spaces, we reached this larger dictionary: ask__what__your__country__can__do__for__you And this smaller sentence: 1not__2345__--___12354 The phrase now occupies 18 units of memory, and our dictionary occupies 41 units. So we compressed the total file size from 79 units to 59 units! This is just one way to compress the phrase, and not
necessarily the most efficient. (See if you can find a better way!) So how good is this system? The file shrink ratio depends on a number of factors, including file type, file size, and compression schema. In most of the world's languages, certain letters and words often appear together in the same pattern. Because of this high rate of redundancy, text files are compressed very well. A reduction of 50 percent
or more is typical of a good-sized text file. Most programming languages are also very redundant because they use a relatively small collection of commands, which often go together in an established pattern. Files that include a lot of unique information, such as graphics or MP3 files, can't be compressed much with this system because they don't repeat many patterns (more on that in the next section). If a
file has many repeated patterns, the rate of reduction usually increases with the file size. You can see this just by looking at our example – if we had more of Kennedy's speech, we would be able to refer to the patterns of our dictionary more often, and thus get more out of the archive space of each entry. In addition, more patterns may emerge in longer work, allowing us to create a more efficient dictionary.
This efficiency also depends on the specific algorithm used by the compression program. Some programs are particularly particularly to collect patterns in certain types of files, so you can compress them more succinctly. Others have dictionaries within dictionaries, which could efficiently compress for larger files, but not for smaller ones. While all such compression programs work with the same basic idea,
there is actually a good variation in the way you run. Programmers are always trying to build a better system. System.
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